Dream'n Play
Include:
Travel bed
Folding mattress
Carrying bag

Highlights:
Travel bed, second bed, playpen, play center
Can be folded small
Optimum comfort from birth
Easy assembly and folding
Optional: Sleeper mattress and Bed Me fitted sheet
Productimages:
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Dream'n Play

This practical Dream N Play can be used in many ways making it the perfect solution on
holidays, at the grandparents' or even at home. Folded compactly, this travel bed can be
transported simply anywhere.
Safe sleeping & playing. In this bed, your little treasure will sleep soundly on any trip just
like at home - right from birth. The large viewing windows made of net fabric guarantee an
optimum air circulation, and give your little offspring the possibility of seeing you at any
time. In addition, the large surface of 120 x 60 cm makes of Dream N Play also the
perfect playpen. Your ray of sunshine is sure to feel at ease in here, while you take care
of the houshold or while you have a rest.
Easy transport. This travel cot is assembled and folded with few actions. You can store it
in any corner or transport it in the practical transport bag.
The transport bag and a foldable base are already include in delivery. For the best
comfort we recommend the separately available Sleeper foam mattress and the adeguate
fitted sheet Bed Me. Both measure 120 x 60 cm.
Our hint for an easy assembly! Put up the folded bed on its feet and pull it apart. First
unfold the short side parts and then the large ones until they properly engage. Only then
pull the middle of the floor and then the whole floor down until it reaches a flat and stable
position. When folding the bed, do the opposite. First pull up the floor and only then unbar
the short and then the large side parts. You can find an assembly video on:
https://www.youtube.com/user/hauckfunforkids
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Colorvariants
604038 Ybn

604489 Waterblue

Equipment characteristics
Foldable
Easy to clean
Measurements and weights
Measurements built-up (max.)

127,5 x 69 x 76 cm

Measurements folded (max.)

22 x 21 x 76 cm

Measurements lying area

120 x 60 cm

From birth to 15 kg
Sending information
Pack size

21 x 22 x 78 cm

Weight total single item (without box)

7,60 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box)

8,20 kg

Test results and awards:
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Product Videos
hauck - Dream'n Play
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCoMS57J6gU
https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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